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Abstract: Dallet (1874), the French missionary, wrote in his book that Tcheonzamun (The thousand character essay) 

had been utilized as a textbook for the children of the ancient Chinese people and of the ancient Korean people. During 

the translating study of Tcheonzamun (The thousand character essay), there are two methods. The one is to interpret 

through the meaning of Chinese characte, the other is to do through Korean pronunciation of Chinese character. In 

addition to these, to delete the same part of Chinese character exactly same part or similar part.  Here, in this study, the 

two methods with additional method were utilized. The poem was from Tcheonzamun 209th-224th, 16 letters. 221-224 

虛(Heo)-片片=虎  堂(Dang) 習(Seub)-羽羽=白 聽(Tcheong). If you want a wild tiger (虎) come into your house and 

make your family dangerous (堂), do not (白) hear (聽) anything from me your wife! 

Keywords: Tcheonzamun (The thousand character essay). 

 

INTRODUCTION 
Dallet (1874), the French missionary, wrote in his book that Tcheonzamun (The thousand character essay) had 

been utilized as a textbook for the children of the ancient Chinese people and of the ancient Korean people. It was to 

instruct their children for Chinese character. And Park et al.(2021 a) and Park et al.(2021b) studied the translation of 

several Tcheonzamun poems. 

 

MATERIALS AND METHODS 
During the translating study of Tcheonzamun (The thousand character essay), there are two methods. The one is 

to interpret through the meaning of Chinese character, the other is to do through Korean pronunciation of Chinese 

character. In addition to these, to delete the same part of Chinese character exactly same part or similar part. Here, in this 

study, the two methods with additional method were utilized. The poem was from Tcheonzamun 209th-224th, 16 letters. 

 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
The first part of this study concerns the translation through Korean pronunciation of Chinese characters. 

Number of Tcheonzamun (The thousand character essay) Chinese character (Korean Pronunciation of Chinese character 

in English alphabet) Transformed phrase on Korean pronunciation in Korean alphabet Transformed phrase on Korean 

pronunciation in English alphabet. 

 

The meaning in Korean language is as follows; 
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209-212 德(Deog) 建(Geon) 名(Myeong) 立(Lib) Ddeoggeo Meoli  떠꺼머리„Ddeoggeo Meoli „expresses that 

the young man does not have good appearance, nor he is well costumed. The other meaning of this word is „not married‟ 

or „old aged‟. 

 

213-216 形 (Hyeong) 端 (Dan) 表(Pyo) 正(Zeong)  Heomhan Pyozeong  험한 표정!. 

 

He has rough or rude expression! 

217-220 空 (Gong) 谷(Gog) 傳(Zeon) 聲(Seong)  Goggeo Zyeoseo 꺾어져서. He was broken, or he was given 

off. He does not have good appearance. 

 

221-224 虛(Heo) 堂(Dang) 習(Seub) 聽(Tcheong)  Heoda seulheo  허다 슳어! Indeed I do not like him! The 

second part of this study concerns the translation through the meaning of Chinese character. The result is as follows. 

 

Number in Tcheonzamun Chinese characters (Pronunciation of Korean language in English alphabet)  

209-212 德(Deog) 建(Geon) 名(Myeong) 立(Lib). In order to establish (立) your name (名), you must have (建) 

your own authority (德). It means that other one‟s (your wife or your frient) power is not important!  

 

213-216 形 (Hyeong)-二=II三 端(Dan) 表(Pyo) -二=衣 正(Zeong). In order for you to have good relations (端) 

with other persons, even two (II) or three (三) friends together, the justness in your character (正) must form your attitude 

to others (衣). 

 

217-220 空 (Kong) 谷(Gog)-人=八口  傳(Zeon) -人=專  聲(Seong). Do you want to be solitary (空) even 

though there are many neighbors (八口)?  You can be such a sad condition, if you send only (專) your opinion or your 

voice (聲) without listening other one‟s thought. 

 

221-224 虛(Heo)-片片=虎  堂(Dang) 習(Seub)-羽羽=白 聽(Tcheong). If you want a wild tiger (虎) come into 

your house and make your family dangerous (堂), do not (白) hear (聽) anything from me your wife! Only with the aid 

of my wife Hyeonhi, it is I Augustin of today! 
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